Learn
sculptural
techniques

Explore
new places

Delight in
the local
cuisine

Discover your creativity at Espai l’Arenal in Ulldecona (Terres de l’Ebre) with the sand sculpture courses by Arenas Posibles.
A unique sustainable, high-quality source of inspiration and a highly original experience in southern Catalonia!

Espai l’Arenal
Located in Ulldecona (Terres de l’Ebre), Espai l’Arenal is
the home of Arenas Posibles. This space is fully equipped
for conducting sand sculpture workshops and offers a
pleasant artistic oasis surrounded by nature and dotted
with special nooks and crannies, perfect for nurturing
creativity, personal growth and teamwork.
Here, nestled between the charming Montsià mountains
and the Ports Natural Park, come to breathe in the fresh
air and relish the peacefulness of this lovely unique
setting while improving your artistic skills in an
exceptional sculptural workshop.
The climate is mild year-round and the environment
offers a huge number of possibilities for relaxing, exploring
and actively experiencing the region’s culinary, historical,
natural, architectural and artistic heritage.

Video | This is what
the creative getaway at
Espai l’Arenal is all about!

Discover your creativity!
info@arenasposibles.com
Tel. (+34) 639 889 360
arenasposibles.com

Creative
getaway
by

Sand sculpture
courses at Espai
l’Arenal in Ulldecona
(Terres de l’Ebre)

Discover your
creativity!

Process

A

Sand sculpture
courses
AN EXPERIENCE IN ART
AND MINDFULNESS

Get in touch with nature

The courses
Welcome

FAQ

Our sand sculpture courses will enhance your artistic skills and make your
creativity flow.

Theme: proposed or free
Format: groups or individuals
Tools: we take care of
everything
Season: any time of the year

B

Selection of the sculpture
theme

C

Creation of the piece with
the support of professional
sculptors

Breaks can be enjoyed in the space’s many
areas for rest and relaxation, like the swimming
pool.

Language: English, Spanish,
Catalan, Italian

1 session (4 - 5 hours)

2 - 3 days

You decide

Small sculpture

Large sculpture

You decide

Intensive course

Regular course

Customized course

Enjoy the open air at Espai
l’Arenal while you learn to
quickly mold, compact and
model sand. You’ll also get
tips and techniques for
sculpting sand.

Work in the open air at
Espai l’Arenal with up to
two tons of sand!

Take an unforgettable sand
sculpture course customized
to your needs and wishes at
Espai l’Arenal.

Foster personal growth

In addition to learning to
mold, compact and model
sand, along with handy tips
and techniques for sculpting
sand, during this course,
you’ll face challenges like
controlling the height of
your sculpture and creating
quality finishes.

Arenas Posibles

Tell us which days you are
free and what your goals
are, and we’ll tailor design
your course.

Stimulate creativity

Team building
activities for
businesses

Improve concentration

Stimulate productivity through
creativity at Espai l’Arenal or
anywhere else in the world.

And there’s more…

If you need help with accommodations, activities or dining
options, we can lend you a hand.

Plan your creative
getaway!

Find out more at
arenasposibles.com

Sculptors Sergi Ramírez and Montserrat Cuesta are the driving
force behind the creative getaway initiative and founders of
Arenas Posibles, a leading company in the creation of sand
sculptures for all types of events and advertising. Pioneers in
professional sand sculpting since 1988 and with an international
presence, we are all about creativity and getting in touch with
nature.
Beyond creating sand sculptures worldwide, we also organize a
full range of large and small events related to sand sculptures,
from international sand sculpture festivals and beach days to
children’s workshops and team building activities.
The enthusiasm, passion, curiosity and professional commitment
to the industry shapes the way we do things and helps us build
solid, colorful foundations.

